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personal polemic spoil his comedy ; and he has made
Stockmann essentially a comedy figure*
Technically, An Enemy of the People is again
admirable; the construction of the play is masterly
in what might be called the ordinary., the conventional
manner of comedy-writing. It is a straightforward
play., with little or no adventitious aid from that
retrospective technique on which he had hitherto
relied to give meaning and ^depth—third-dimensional
qualities—to his work. Particularly effective is
Stockmann's great speech and final reckoning with
his community in the last act. The meeting has been
summoned to allow him an opportunity of stating his
views on the particular matter at issue: the town's
water supply; but, under the goad of his hearers'
taunts, he lets the case go, and launches out into an
unpremeditated attack on society, to be swept along
almost in spite of himself to revolutionary conclusions.
cc The majority "9 he cries, " is always in the wrong;
for, by the time the majority has grasped a new truth,
it has become worn out, and is on the highway to
becoming a lie ! "z And, in the end, he reaps the
harvest of his revolt in the not very consoling discovery
that " the strongest man in the world is the man who
stands most alone ". There are few set speeches in
modern dramatic literature more extraordinarily
effective than this. Those of Consul Bernick, and
Bjornson's bankrupt, are left far behind.
But the writing of An Enemy of the People was only
an episode in Ibsen's work; and, with all its excellence,
it is hardly to be regarded as one of his major
achievements.
The four dramas which I have just been considering
represent that stage of Ibsen's activity in which—to
use the phrase of Hebbel's I quoted once before—he
most effectively grasped the time-wheel, and sought to
1 For his own conviction that the minority is always in the right, see his
letters to Fredrik Gjertsen, March 2ist, 1872, and Georg Brandes, January
3rd, 1882 (Breve, ed. tit,, I, p. 246, and II, p. 100). BjSmson was a confirmed
believer in majorities.

